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 ; By. Risa Tachibana. LNRR13Y2 Provenance: Kaze no Cat no Yabai (Newborn Cat) was the first compilation album by
Japanese girl group SKE48, and is a collection of their early songs, released on September 25, 2003. This album is based on a
theme of an infant who may never grow up. It includes the theme song for the 2003 series, "Hibikae (Grow Up)". "Hibikae

(Grow Up)" was later released as the ending theme song for the Hoshino Chiaki (Lloyd's Chris) film in 2004. Full Circle is the
second compilation album by Japanese girl group SKE48, released on January 1, 2006. The album contains the songs "Wild

Wild Summer" and "True Colors" that were previously included on the 2006 debut single Wild Wild Summer, released in 2005.
It also contains a new track, "Shy Boy". A Piece of Love is the debut full album by Japanese girl group SKE48, released on

November 23, 2007. The title song is a cover version of the Japanese song "I Love You / Natsu no Ame". The first single from
the album is "Itoshiki Mukou" (望みばんみすが), which was released on June 27, 2007. Contents Risa Tachibana (協奈 満花子) (born

December 7, 1987 in Osaka Prefecture) is a member of the Japanese idol girl group SKE48 (currently under the management of
Rhythm Zone) and a former member of the duo nocchi Kotoba (鼓膜つとみ), which she left in January 2007. Her favorite music is

rock music, and she also enjoys folk music. She likes listening to music on a karaoke machine. She also enjoys playing the
piano. When she was in elementary school, she was an avid reader of books. Her hobbies are drawing, playing the piano, and

playing Nintendo. She is currently studying to become a teacher. In December 2002, she wrote an article for the music magazine
CD Times, titled "The Magic of Little Melody". Tachibana was asked in an interview to describe her own feelings towards idol

group SKE48 and its member Risa Watanabe in a single word 82157476af
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